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The design of a fabric composite heat pipe has been completed. It is

composed of two end caps, between which a fluid containment liner composed of

metal foil and an outer structural layer composed of a ceramic fabric is stretched.

The interior of the heat pipe is layered with a ceramic fabric wick. This heat pipe is

being constructed currently at Oregon State University. The heat pipe test facility has

been designed and built. Final assembly of the various components is now under

way. This test facility consists of a vacuum chamber with a coolant jacket on the

outside. Inside this chamber a test stand is placed which is composed of radiation

shields and a supporting stand for the heat pipe and the heaters. Experimental work

has been performed to ensure material compatibility of the metal foils used as a fluid

containment liner. Specific materials tested include copper, aluminum, titanium, FEP

teflon and three ceramic fabrics. These materials have been exposed to a variety of

working fluids for up to 5000 hours at various sub-boiling temperatures. The best

combinations of materials include aluminum or copper and acetone, or titanium and

water. The least compatible combinations included aluminum or copper and water.

An experimental apparatus to measure the wettability of candidate ceramic fabric

wicks was designed and built. This apparatus included a pressure chamber to allow

measurements to be taken at elevated pressures and temperatures. The liquid front

velocity in one meter lengths of unwetted samples of ceramic fabrics was measured.

A computer was used to determine liquid front position at 30 finite points along the

fabric sample. Analysis of the data allowed calculation of a constant composed of

two wicking parameters to be measured. Analysis of various analytical methods for

predicting these parameters was performed.
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An Investigation of Fabric Composite Heat Pipe Feasibility Issues.

INTRODUCTION

A Heat Pipe is a device used to transfer heat from one location to another

while maintaining a constant temperature across its entire surface. It is essentially an

enclosed tube (or similar geometry) which has been evacuated and subsequently

charged with a measured amount of liquid. A wick structure covers the entire inner

surface of this tube. This wick can be of quite varied construction, with possibilities

including wire mesh screen, sintered metal, or grooved wicks. Heat is applied to one

end (evaporator section) of the heat pipe, causing the liquid contained in the wick at

that surface to vaporize and fill the heat pipe. This vapor condenses on the wick in

the section where heat is removed (condenser section). The wick pumps the liquid

back to the evaporator section by capillary action.

It is of interest to substitute the structural component (enclosed tube) of the

heat pipe by a fabric composite (FC) composed of a two layers: a structural layer and

a fluid containment layer, as shown in Figure 1. The structural layer is constructed

of a lightweight woven ceramic material tubing, such as Silicon Dioxide, Silicon

Carbide, or Alumina-Boria-Silica. This surrounds the fluid containment layer

composed of metal foil or Teflon tubing. The latter material would be for first

Fabric
Foil

Wick

Endcap

Condenser Adiabatic
Zone

FIGURE 1. Fabric Composite Heat Pipe Schematic.

Evaporator

Pressure
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generation proof of concept testing, since any real application would demand the

higher heat transfer rates exhibited by a metal foil. It is also possible to substitute a

ceramic fabric for the wire mesh wick. The mass of this combination is much less

than that of a conventional heat pipe, which is important to consider in space power

applications. Substitution of FC heat pipes for traditional ones found is the heat

rejection radiators should result in a large reduction of radiator mass. This is

significant, since radiator mass is generally a large portion of total system mass.

Another advantage is the fabric composite heat pipe would tend to be quite flexible

when not in use. This flexibility could lend itself to a variety of radiator deployment

schemes.

This study was undertaken to design and build fabric composite heat pipes and

test them under conditions similar to the space environment. Chapter One details the

design of the fabric composite heat pipes and the test facility which was designed and

built to allow accurate benchmarking of heatpipe performance in a vacuum

environment.

An experimental study was undertaken to characterize the use of ceramic

fabrics as a wicking material. Chapter Two describes the theory behind the wicking

process, the testing apparatus which was built to examine the effectiveness of fabric

wicks and to measure their properties, and compares the result to some traditional

wicks which are used in heat pipes.

An experimental study was also undertaken to determine material compatibility

of possible candidate materials proposed for the fluid containment liner of the heat

pipe. Chapter Three details the short term material compatibility tests which were

undertaken.
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Chapter 1. Fabric Composite Heat Pipe and Test Facility Design.

1.1. Introduction

Heat pipes have been designed and are being constructed to allow testing of

this concept. End caps have been designed and constructed upon which the fabric

composite will be layered. In addition, a solid heat pipe has been constructed to

allow experimentation with fabric wick attachment methods. Cylindrically woven

Nextel fabric has been acquired for the outer structural layer.

The heat pipe test facility will allow for experimental investigation of heat pipe

characteristics. This facility will provide precise measurements of both heat input and

output. This allows examination of heat pipe transients, including startup shutdown,

and approaches to operating limitations, such as boiling and capillary limits. It is of

interest to examine the effect of use of the ceramic fabric shell upon the overall heat

transfer abilities of the heat pipe, as well as the effect of the wick structure near

limiting operating conditions. This facility will allow in-situ studies of the radiation

heat transfer from the pipes, allowing close simulation of actual operating conditions

in space. Another objective of the facility is to provide the ability to benchmark

different designs of heat pipes (single and multiple cylindrical, and planar). This will

allow the advantages and disadvantages of various design permutations to be closely

examined, and the effect of those changes to be compared to developed analytical

models.

1.2. Literature Survey

An extensive literature search has been completed to discover other similar test

apparatus and experiments, as well as to discover proper heat pipe manufacturing

processes. The literature search helped to critically examine some of the design

details drawn up, by allowing comparison to similar facilities. Examination of the

final reviews for some of these projects revealed some pitfalls that can be avoided if

care is taken. Most of the designs reviewed proved to be quite similar to the concept

developed [Buggenu 1987; Tower 1984; Ferrell 19601. Some of the articles
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provided ideas concerning the simulation of weightless conditions through examination

of a flat heat pipe at various angles [Dvoryaninov 1979; Klyuev 1986]. Other articles

provided suggestions concerning proper techniques for instrumentation and

interpretation of results and suggestions on how to avoid potential pitfalls in heat pipe

analysis [Streckert 1968; Bechtel 1981]. Heat pipe manufacturing processes were

discussed by a number of sources [Skraebek 1972, Brennan et al. 1978].

1.3. Heat Pipe Design

In any realistic application, the evaporator section will be composed of metal

to provide low conductive resistance to heat transfer from coolant (or other heat

source) as well as ease of mating into receiving receptacle or ease of sealing. These

endcaps are being constructed of Stainless Steel seamless 1" OD tubing, which will

have caps welded on. It will be milled down to a desirable outside diameter. Design

of these endcaps are shown in Figure 1.1. Ceramic fabric tubing (Alumina Boria

Silica) has been obtained for use as the load bearing shell of the heat pipe. A thin

walled, 0.94" ID teflon tube will be used for the first generation fluid containment

shell. Obviously, this design is less then ideal because of the low thermal

conductivity of the Teflon; however, once the attachment methods and wicking

structure for this arrangement have been tested, a second generation design should be

made to include a thin wall metal containment shell.

Evaporator Endcap
Condenser Eadcap

1" Nominal SS Tube

Support Rod

FIGURE 1.1. Detail of FC Heat Pipe Metal Endcap Design.
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Two concepts have been proposed for the attachment of the FC to the endcaps:

layering then fabric and metal outside of the endcaps or inside the endcaps, as shown

in Figure 1.1. The advantage of layering them outside is that this would allow secure

attachment of the FC to the endcap using a hoseclamp (or similar device). This

provides a disadvantage in that the interior wall of the heat pipe would not be smooth,

since the endcap wall thickness would result in a change of interior diameter of the

heat pipe between the condenser and evaporator section. This could significantly

affect the wicking of the liquid. The outside diameter of the endcap will be milled

down to the natural internal diameter of the pressurized fabric tubing for this method.

Alumina-Boria-Silica tubing which has been obtained for this purpose has been shown

to have an internal diameter of 2.4 cm (0.94 in).

Alternatively, the FC could be layered internally in the endcap. In this

method, the fabric structural component would only extend to the edge of the

adiabatic zone, with the liquid containment layer extending further. If this layer were

metal, it could be extended all the way to the end of the endcap, with no real heat

transfer penalty existing. This fabric structural component would need to be attached

to the endcap such that it would withstand the axial force which would tend to cause

the FC to slide out of the endcap. Since the internal pressure of the heat pipe will

keep the FC pressed against the endcap, this is not unrealistic to suggest use of some

temperature resistant adhesive. In the first generation of water heat pipes, which are

designed to have a typical maximum operating pressure of 1400 kPa (200 psia), with

an inner diameter of 2.4 cm, the axial force would be 972 IN (140 lbf).

Experimentation is required to verify the suitability of this method. A disadvantage

of this is the tendency of the heat pipe to collapse when it is not heated which may

delaminate the FC from the endcap. It is expected that the shortcomings of this

method make the previous method more of interest.

An endcap has also been designed for the end of the condenser section. A

valved tap on this side will allow evacuation and pressurization of the assembled heat

pipe. This valve will also allow for bleeding off of noncondensible gasses which
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could be built up from extended operation. It is quite possible that this endcap will be

unneeded. Simply clamping the end of the heat pipe closed might suffice, although

this might distort the overall shape of the pipe. The advantage of the latter method

perhaps is simplification of storage: when the heat pipe collapses, it would essentially

be flat the entire length of the condenser section.

Preliminary pull tests need to be performed to ensure the integrity of the

method chosen for attaching the fabric to the metal. The loading on this bond should

be quite great (up to 2400 Newtons), so the attachment technique needs to be

validated before the heat pipe is constructed. Additional shear tests will also be

performed initially to examine the effect of outward radial loading on the bond.

The wick will be composed of either a fabric or a metal screen. Problems to

overcome with use of the fabric wick include inherent lack of stability due to fabric

flimsiness and possibly heat conduction problems resulting from the low thermal

conductivity. Introduction of metal fibers into the weave is a possible solution to both

these problems. The wick will be either annular (composed of several wraps of the

chosen material around the inside of the heat pipe), or arterial (using small tubes of

the chosen material to pump the fluid and a thinner annular wick to collect it) in

arrangement.

There are two techniques which could be used for charging the heat pipe:

expelling of noncondensibles by displacement with water vapor or complete

evacuation. The latter would be performed through use of the Heat Pipe Test Facility

vacuum chamber. The heat pipe will be inserted into the chamber, and then the

chamber will be evacuated (preventing the heat pipe from collapsing when it is

evacuated). The heat pipe will then be evacuated, and the appropriate quantity of

working fluid allowed to be drawn in. This quantity will be determined with the

wicking studies which are to be performed, and the final quantities determined by

direct experimentation. The heat pipe will be charged with slightly less then is

expected to be required, and performance tested. A small amount will be added, and
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the tests performed again. This will allow the optimum charging amount to be

discovered.

1.4. Test Facility Description.

The Ceramic Fabric Heat Pipe Test Facility was constructed with a vacuum

vessel 106 cm long and 15 cm in diameter, as seen in Figure 1.2. A cooling jacket

encased this vacuum vessel, which had an approximate capacity of 6 gallons. A

Poly Science model 950 refrigerated chiller was chosen to provide cooling of the

arrangement. It provide a coolant flow of approximately 1.5 gallons per minute, with

approximately 250 Watts removal at -20 C. The cooling jacket is instrumented with a

float flowmeter which provides measurement of up to 5 gpm circulation.

Thermocouples placed upon the inlet and outlet lines allow measurement of heat

transferred to the coolant. The size of the cooling jacket prevents its use to directly

measure heat out for any transient operation. Any change in heat transfer out of the

system could not be measured very rapidly. It is meant for the coolant jacket to

provide a consistent heat sink which will minimize the effects of re-radiation from the

chamber walls. The cooling jacket and associated tubing was well insulated to avoid

heat transfer with surroundings.

The evaporator section of the heat pipe will be heated with two 7.6 cm long,

2.54 cm diameter mica band heaters. A heat sink compound (such as the silicone

based Corning No. 340) will be used to ensure good heat conduction between the heat

pipe and the heater, as well as filling the spaces between the sections of the heaters.

Power for these will be controlled to provide uniform operating temperature or input

power, as required for the specific test. An Omega CN9000A microprocessor

temperature controller coupled to a solid state relay can provide both of these

functions. It cycles the heaters on and off with a cycle time of a low as 0.05

seconds. It adjusts the time that the power is on to meet the demands for a required

temperature rise, or according to the power requirement (expressed as a percentage of

total heater rated power) entered into it. An output line to the computer was built

into it to allow the computer to record when the power to the heater is on or off.
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FIGURE 1.2. Vacuum Vessel and Coolant Jacket Description.

This will allow measurement of the instantaneous power supplied to the system. It is

probably best to use a cycle time on the order of a few seconds, to prevent excessive

errors in the computers recording of on-off times.

The radiative shield and support mechanism shown in Figure 1.3 is designed

to support the CF heat pipe as well as shielding the evaporator section from the

vacuum vessel walls. It consists of three circular plates which provide support both

for the heat pipe and the shield. These plates were made of Teflon to conductively

insulate the arrangement from the vacuum vessel walls. Two of these plates provide

support for the radiative shields which surround the evaporator end of the heat pipe.

Four layers of thinly spaced stainless steel layers prevent excessive loss of heat

through radiation from the heaters. The interior of this shield was sized to

accommodate the somewhat awkwardly shaped heaters. The third plate provides

support for the condenser end of the heat plate. Three rods keep this plate upright,

yet allow it to slide freely to accommodate any size changes of the heat pipe.

Fasteners attached to these rods with set screws limit the range of this plate's motion,

and allow complete removal for attachment of the heat pipe. It is important to

support the heat pipe at all times, since the ceramic fabric structural layer will tend to

make the heat pipe quite flexible when it is depressurized. It is desirable to keep the

heat pipe from direct contact with the vacuum vessel walls during startup, and also to

attempt to maintain its precise orientation at all times to allow benchmarking of
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FIGURE 1.3. Detail of Radiation Shield and Test Stand Construction.

radiative performance. It is expected that the length of the heat pipe will change

slightly as it heats up and pressurizes.

Computer Data Acquisition will provide for continuous measurement of all

pertinent data. The system to be used is the same one described in chapter 3.

Thermocouples will record interior vacuum vessel wall temperatures, coolant

temperatures, heater temperature, and heat pipe wall temperatures. A total of 32

thermocouples have been allowed for. Measurement of time power is supplied to the

heater will also be measured. Pressure measurements will also be recorded. A total

of six process voltage measurements are allowed.

A teflon feed through with copper pins will be used to allow instrumentation

and power penetration into the system. Cold junction compensation of the

thermocouples will be provided by having an unbroken thermocouple penetration out

of the vacuum vessel.
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Chapter 2. Experimental Heat Pipe Wicking Study.

2.1. Introduction and Literature Survey

An extensive literature search was performed to gain an understanding of the

wicking process and how to measure it. Extensive work has taken place in this field

in the textile industry. Articles were reviewed providing discussions of various types

of laboratory tests [Harnett 1984; Hollies 1957; Miller 1978]. Other articles provided

more insight into the wicking behavior of various types of fabrics [Ho llies 1956;

Clark 1978] Some of the techniques and terminology utilized there were obviously

directly applicable to the processes examined here. Some experimentation using glass

fiber matting or ceramic materials as wicks has been performed [Costello 1963;

Phillips 1965]. A survey of various laboratory techniques and experiments was thus

undertaken.

The physics involved in analysis of the wicking of liquids in a heat pipe is

quite simple. A pressure differential (OP) is created between the environment vapor

pressure (Pp) and the pressure within the meniscus formed by the liquid (Pik]) in a

cavity:

AP= Pvap-Phe 2Ra (1)

where a is the surface tension coefficient and R is the radius of curvurture of the

vapor liquid interface, as shown in Figure 2.1. The wick in the condenser end within

VAPORLIQUID
INTERFACE

WICK

S

FIGURE 2.1. Meniscus Formed in Wick.
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an operating heat pipe contains more liquid than the evaporator end, due to the

removal of liquid from the evaporator from evaporation. This means that the cavities

at the condenser end contain more liquid, and thus have a flatter meniscus and larger

radius of curvurture (Re). It can be seen that as this radius tends toward infinity, the

pressure differential approaches zero in the condenser. Similarly, as the evaporator

empties, the radius of curvurture (Re) becomes increasingly smaller, resulting in a

large pressure differential at the evaporator end. Assuming that the environment

pressure above the wick is the same (not necessarily a good assumption), it can be

seen that there is less pressure within the liquid in the evaporator end, tending to

drive the liquid toward the evaporator end. This pressure differential can be termed

the capillary pressure head. This is resisted by pressure drops due to friction within

the wick to the liquid flow. Gravity can also either resist the capillary pressure head

or assist it, depending upon the orientation of the heat pipe.

If the wire mesh wick could be approximated by a series of solid cylinders,

then this capillary pressure head could be calculated. The radius of curvature of the

meniscus formed by the cavities (or pores) between the cylinders, as shown in Figure

2.1, can be calculated if the contact angles (compared to a normal to the surface) at

its edge are known and the width of the spacing is known, where re and re are the

effective pore radius' in the condenser and in the evaporator [Dunn and Reay 1982):

cosEse cos()C)re= RcosOe LiPc=2aL(
re rc

AP,
2 al, where cos8e=1 & cos0c=0 .re

(2)

(3)

There are three parameters for a material which determine its ability to wick.

Porosity () is the ratio of the void area to total cross sectional area of the wick. The

higher the porosity, the more liquid can flow through the wick. Thus, the higher the

porosity of a wick, the better it will work. The effective pore radius (re) determines
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how much capillary head is developed by the wick. It can be formed both between

the yarns forming the weave, between multiple layers of the wick, and between

individual filaments within the yarn. The smaller this parameter, the better the

wicking ability of the fabric. The last parameter is permeability (K). It is essentially

a measure of the ability of a material to transfer liquid. It is defined as a function of

porosity, hydraulic radius (rh), drag coefficient (f) and Reynold's number (Re):

2erh
f1Re1Re

(4)

The liquid flow within the wick is laminar, so the denominator in equation (4) is just

a function of the geometry of the flow path [Chi 1976]. The larger the number, the

less resistance to flow exists. Thus, a large permeability, large porosity, and a small

effective pore radius is the goal of designing a wick.

Unfortunately, there is no easy way to calculate the effective pore radius for a

fibrous wick, and the geometry of the flow path is difficult to define. Calculations of

the capillary action within a wick become considerably more complicated when

considering all of the possible fluid flow channels within a fibrous wick [Clark 1978,

Clark and Miller 1978]. The effective pore radius is a function not only of the size

of the pores between the fiber bundles, but also of the spacing between the individual

fibers themselves in the bundle. The fluid will flow within the warp (fiber bundles

lengthwise), upon imperfections on the surface of the fiber strands, and in channels

formed by the spaces between the warp and fill (fiber bundles perpendicular to the

warp) of the fabric. The warp and fill are deformed where they come into contact

within each other, complicating the analysis further. The twist of the warp and fill

also affect the wicking properties of fabrics [Hollies 1957].

It is thus very difficult to develop an analytical model which will predict the

permeability and effective pore radius. The only secure way of determining these

parameters is through experimentation. It is found that measurement of two fairly

independent characteristics will allow these parameters to be independently
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determined. These characteristics are the wettability (wicking height) and the capil-

lary capability (wicking rate) of the material. Since the wicking is a strong function

of the liquid properties of the working fluid (specifically the surface tension), it is

important to examine the effect of various working temperatures and pressures as well

as the effect of different materials, weave structures, and weave densities on these

parameters. In addition, the pressure in the vapor space above the wick may cause

the meniscus to recede into the wick, reducing the liquid flow path dimensions

[Skrabek 1974].

An experiment has accordingly been designed to measure these properties at

various temperatures and pressures. It also provides information concerning the

liquid holdup in the wick, which will simplify the charging of the heat pipes con-

structed with these materials. This experiment involves determining the wettability,

or the ability of a dry fabric to take up liquid, of the fabric. This test is sometimes

called the longitudinal wicking "strip" test. It determines the velocity of the

advancing liquid front in an unwetted sample by measuring the time required for the

liquid to saturate different lengths of fabric. From this velocity, the permeability and

effective pore radius characteristic to the cloth can be measured. These parameters

allow direct comparison with more traditional wick structures, as well as allowing

calculation of heat pipe performance which use these wick structures. The intent is to

show that the advantages to the use of fabric wicks in heat pipes offset any difficulties

that their use might pose. This test is performed horizontally to eliminate the effect

of gravity, allowing the results to be extrapolated to space applications [Symons

1974]. This also allows more accurate measurements of the liquid front velocity to be

made, since a much longer length of fabric will be wetted in a much smaller time

period then for a vertical test. These measurements are made as a function of both

pressure and temperature, allowing a simulation of the actual working conditions

inside of a heat pipe. It is of interest to compare both the effects of weave type and

density and material type variation.

Variation of material type has been shown to have a great affect upon the
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wicking rate; some researchers have claimed that the material is more significant than

the wick structure. It is of interest to discover if the wicking within the fabric is

more significant than the wicking between the fabric and the heat pipe. This experi-

ment simulates wicking between the fabric and the wall. Also, measurement of the

wicking rates in fabrics of similar weave and yarn structure but different material

types will provide some basis for determining which is the driving variation.

Comparison of wicking rates at different pressure and temperature combinations will

provide a better understanding of the mechanisms driving the startup of a heat pipe.

It is of interest to determine if there is a specific material or weave variation which

responds better or abnormally at higher temperature and pressure.

2.2. Theory

It is possible to develop a simple equation which will predict the position of

the liquid front in a wick at a given time based upon fluid properties and wicking

parameters. This will allow the wicking parameters to be calculated from the

experimentally measured liquid front position curves. The pressure gradient for flow

in a porous media is simply a form of Darcy's law [Marcus 1974

dp_ -1.1A2(x)
dx KAwp

(5)

whereµ is liquid viscosity, K is permeability, A, is the cross sectional area of the

fluid channel, and p is the liquid density. This gradient is produced by viscous shear

forces resulting from laminar flow of a incompressible fluid within the wick [Skrabek

1972]. This can be modified by adding the definition of mass flow rate:

(ixih(x)= epA, dt (6)

where e is the porosity of the wick, defined as the ratio of void space volume in the

wick to total wick volume. Combining equations (5) and (6) and rearranging leads to:

(7)
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Integrating as indicated and rearranging leads to:

1.:(t- to) dp.- 7fxx(x-xo) dx (8)

This equation is integrated as indicated, where P is the pressure within the meniscus

at the liquid front and Po is the pressure within the meniscus at the point where the

wick is submerged in the reservoir (effectively atmospheric pressure). Rearranging

leads to:

(t to)(PPrI)= (X2 +X: X0X)
2K (9)

The pressure terms can be removed by the introduction of the equation defining the

capillary pressure produced by the meniscus formed at the vapor-liquid interface:

(P-Po) Pcap
2a cos()

rp

Substituting equation (10) into equation (9) leads us to the final form:

(10)

( t to) =RX 2 +4)-2x "'e (1.) (11)
° 4Kcos9 a

If recording of the data begins when the liquid front leaves the reservoir, where x0=0

and t0=0, then this simplifies to:

rpe (x2)
\ a/ KcosEi 4

(12)

Thus, it is seen that the time that it takes the liquid front to move a given distance is

simply proportional to the square of that distance. Recording of data giving time

versus distance should allow some of the characteristics of the wick to be determined.

In Equation (12), viscosity (.4) and surface tension (a) are known, and porosity () can

be calculated from data supplied by the manufacturer concerning physical dimensions
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d2) 2N,
4 Nf t,
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(13)

where d is the filament diameter, Nf is the number of filaments per yarn, Nw is the

fabric mesh number (yarns per inch), and C is the fabric thickness. This leaves the

ratio of wick properties: effective pore radius over permeability and wetting angle. It

might be possible to use a correlation to predict pore radius. It depends upon whether

the effective pore radius is the effect of interaction of parallel cylinders of fibers

within the yarn, or the effect of interaction between the yarns due to wick structure.

The former case would possibly allow use of a correlation for the pore radius in a

fibrous wick [Skrabek 1972], as given by:

r
P 2

= 1 (d+1/32K/e) (14)

Equation (12) can be solved for K/E, and substituted into equation (14). Rearranging

the results leads to:

(2rp-d) =NI 322 rP
a cosu( 4 t)

Squaring both sides and rearranging allows this to be placed into the form of a

polynomial:

C=

[32 1.1/x2

cos@ 0140

4rp2- (4d+C) rp+d2 =0

This polynomial can be solved for its roots, resulting in:

8r p= (4d+C) (4d+C) 2 -16d2

(15)

(16)

(17)
= (4d+C) ±1/C(C+8d)

The solution for this equation when the positive sign is used in this equation could be

simplified by examining the magnitudes of the value underneath the radical sign.

Substituting in values for water at 300 K (A=8.55*104 N*sec/m2, a=7.17*10-2 N/m)
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and typical experimental results (x2/t=7.7*10' m2/sec), reveals that C (about 2.7*104

m) is much smaller than 8d (d=2.3*10-7 m for SiO2), allowing the term under the

radical to be simplified. This results in a simple equation for the effective pore

radius:

2x2/ 1 La
p t cos8/ a (18)

Substituting this equation back into (12) allows the dependency upon rp to be factored

out, which allows the permeability for the fabric sample to be calculated:

ic=2(t cosv
x2 0 -2

(19)

This previous discussion (equations 14-19) assumes that the primary liquid

path is within the yarns. If the effective pore radius is actually a function of the wick

structure, a different line of reasoning is expected. The effective pore radius for a

single layer mesh wick is approximated by:

w+dwrP 2
(20)

where w is the spacing between the yarns and dv, is the diameter of the yarns. It is

expected that this method will produce a much larger permeability value for the

fabric, since there is much less resistance to liquid flow between the yarns. The

amount of capillary pressure developed will be much lower, since the spacing between

the yarns is much larger than between the filaments. It is possible that both these

mechanisms are used within the fabric, meaning that the effective pore radius and

permeability might be a factor of both of these approximations.

In order to predict a value for permeability and pore radius, it is important to

first determine the primary flow path of the liquid within the wick. While the area of

the flow channel within the yarn bundles is relatively small and the frictional losses

correspondingly quite high compared to flow external to the bundles, it is expected
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that the capillary pumping pressure generated would be much higher. It is possible to

approximately compare the amount of liquid which might be moved within each flow

path. This can be done be developing equations for permeability for each of the flow

paths within the wick. The first case involves liquid flowing entirely within the yarn

bundles. This case is treated by analyzing a single yarn bundle as if it where a

cylindrical tube packed with small cylinders (filaments). The solid (Aso lid) and total

(Atood) cross sectional area are easily determined:

ASOlid=N4 714d2 JI

D2
Atotal-(

(21)

where Nf is the number of filaments in each yarn bundle, d is the filament diameter,

and D is the yarn diameter. A triangular cell was assumed for the typical

arrangement of filaments in the fiber bundle because this form provides for the closest

packing of the fibers in the yarn bundle. The filaments form the vertices of a

triangle, as shown in figure 2.2. This allows a typical spacing between the filaments

to be determined. The solid (asolid) and total (atw) cross sectional area of this

triangular cell is given by:

d2asolid 8

(d+8) 2atotal 4

FIGURE 2.2. Triangular Cell Bounded by Filaments.

(22)



where S is the spacing between the filament (d-I-3 is the length of one side of the

triangle, spacing from center to center). Relating the ratio of the areas in equations

(21) and (22) to each other leads to an equation for filament spacing:

(Aso lid _ asolid
Atotal) (atotal)

20

6 =D n (23)
20-Ni

The effective pore radius would simply be this filament spacing 6, since the surface of

the yarn bundle is formed by parallel cylinders. The number of filaments at the edge

of the yarn bundle (Nedge) can now be approximated by:

ICD
Nedge +d

For a packed column, the average velocity (<vo> ) is given by:

( Po PL) Rh< v0 > 2 L

(24)

(25)

where P0 and Pi, is the pressure at given positions in the column, L is the distance

between them, pi is viscosity, and Rh is the hydraulic radius of the column. This

equation comes from an analysis of laminar flow of a fluid with constant density in a

circular tube [Bird et al 1960, pp. 43-46, pp. 196-2001 The hydraulic radius is

simply the ratio of the flow cross sectional area to the wetted perimeter, which is

equivalent to the ratio of the yarn porosity Ey (void fraction) to the specific wetted

surface area a:

I void volume \

Rh_ e k column volume!
a wetted surface \

k column volume

(26)

The yarn porosity is simply the void fraction of the yarn bundle, and the wetted

perimeter is the surface area of all of the filaments in the yarn less one half of the

area of those forming the edge of the yarn bundle plus the total of the spacing

between the filaments which forms the edge of the bundle:
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(27)

The superficial velocity of the column is given by vo = <v > Ey, assuming that the

liquid traveling within the yarn does not exit into the mesh spacing of the wick. Now

if the length of the column L is assumed to approach zero, then equation (25) can be

rewritten as:

3

v 4 dP\ CT'
° dz I 2 2µa2

(28)

Darcy's law provides the definition for permeability. Substituting in for the superfi-

cial velocity given in equation (28) provides the permeability for a yarn bundle:

vo 1 3K-
(dP/ dz) T2 2a 2

(29)

where T is the tortuosity factor. This factor is simply a ratio of the true distance

traveled by the liquid to the horizontal distance traveled. A simple geometric analysis

of a plain weave fabric provides this factor, assuming the yarn is bent in a circular

fashion around the perpendicular yarn bundles:

T2= It j 1+ d2
4 N w2

(30)

This results in a tortuosity factor of T=1.12 for plain weave, and T=1.03 for satin

harness 4H weave. The analysis to this point has assumed fully developed flow in an

infinite straight channel. It does not account for the distortion in the laminar flow due

to the bending of the yarn bundles in the weave. This should be a significant factor;

in the plain weave examined here, the yarn bundle makes two 45 degree turns for

every two diameters of yarn length. It might be possible to approximate the

magnitude of the frictional losses contributed by these bends through use of traditional

friction factors for flow in conduits. Unfortunately, this analysis uses a combination

of laminar and turbulent flow factors, which results in a definition for permeability as
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The other option for fluid flow is exterior to the yarn bundles. The "rod"

model treats the yarn bundle as a solid rod. This would simply treat the fabric as

wire mesh, for which properties have been well documented. A similar analysis is

performed to arrive at the permeability [Skraebek 1972]. A modification to this has

been made to fit acquired data, and the result given by:

D2erod
Kr°d- 12 2 ( 1 -erod) 2

SND
e rod 4
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(31)

where S is the crimping factor (1.05) and N is the mesh number. The crimping

factor is used to account for compression of the yarn bundles in the wick, so that its

thickness is given by tw=2SD. Comparing equation (35) to the result obtained from

the theory, it can be seen that a tortuosity factor of T=1.953 was used for this model.

The meniscus forms between the yarn bundles in this model, so the effective pore

radius would simply be void spacing between the yarn bundles.

A comparison of the volumetric flow rate can now be made to compare the

quantity of flows through each region of the wick. Rearranging equation (12) so that

position is given as a function of time, differentiating it with respect to time, and to

find velocity, and then substituting in for t with equation (12) results in the following

definition for superficial velocity as a function of position:

a Kcose 1
vo

rpe x2

The volumetric flow rate is simply the superficial velocity multiplied by the total

(32)
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channel cross section area. A ratio of the volumetric flow of the yarn model to the

rod model is as follows:

Gya KY It
4

(33)

)ND2
rpey(

Grow
K2- 2 SLD

2- rrP e

where L is the number of layers used to form the wick.

TABLE 2.1. Plain Weave Silicon Dioxide Characteristics, as Supplied by Manufac-
turer and as Calculated.

Characteristic Value Source

Yarn diameter D = 3.0e-4 m Supplied
Filament diameter d = 2.3e-7 m Supplied
Filament density Nf= 480 Supplied
Mesh Number N = 42x32 1/in Supplied

Filament spacing 5 = 1.3e-5 m Eqn (23)
Yarn Spacing w = 7.9e-4 m
Yarn porosity E

Y
1= 0.99973 Eqn (27)

Specific wetted SA a = 1.7e4 1/m Eqn (27)

Yarn Permeability K = 1.6e-9 m2 Eqn (29)
Yarn Eff. Pore Radius rp= 1.3e-5 m

Rod Permeability K = 2.1e-9 m2 Eqn (31)
Rod Porosity Er= 0.67 Eqn (31)
Rod Eff. Pore Radius r

P
= 7.9e -4 m

Volumetric Flow Ratio G,, /G,.= 0.079 Eqn (33)
Superficial Vel. Ratio Vy/V,.= 32.8

The SiO2 fabric used in this experiment has the characteristics shown in Table

2.1. It can be seen that the yarn bundles have a very high void fraction (porosity). It

interesting to note that the permeabilities of the two possible channels are

approximately the same, indicating the same resistance to liquid movement in both.

The effective pore radius is about half the size for the first channel considered, which

indicates it will produce about twice as much capillary pressure as the second channel.
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The difference in areas available for flow result in about 18 times more fluid being

moved exterior to the yarn bundles as within it. This indicates that this flow path is

of little significance, and it is possible to just use the rod model for calculation of the

wicking parameters.

2.3. Experiment Description

2.3.1. Pressure Vessel

This experiment is contained in a 41 inch long pressure vessel composed of 4

inch nominal ID Schedule 40 tubing, as shown in Figure 2.3. Heavy duty blind

flanges have been welded to each end, with endplates and high temperature gaskets

fastened permanently on with bolts. The volume of this pressure vessel is small

enough that it is not required to be certified to meet the standards published in the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel codes. Care was still taken in design to ensure

that the vessel was strong enough to withstand pressures up to 3000 kPa and vessel

temperature of 200 C.

One endplate has a penetration for nitrogen charging to provide the desired

pressurized environment. The other endplate has a 4 inch penetration into which the

V

V "7

SCH-80X 4"
NOMINAL PIPE rA

RESERVOIR FEEDTHRU
CHARGING FEEDTHRU

BLIND FLANGE

GASKET

TEFLON
ENDPLATE FEEDTHRU

FIGURE 2.3. Detail of Pressure Vessel.
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instrumentation feedthrough is led. This penetration is covered by a teflon plate with

0-rings to provide sealing. It is attached by 8 bolts to the endplate. This teflon plate

has 40 pins pressed into it, with the distribution shown in table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2. Distribution of Feedthrough Pins in Wicking Experiment.

5 Thermocouples (4 leads + ground)
6 Heater power leads, (2 per heater)

29 Resistivity contacts

40 Total

A heated reservoir is contained in the end nearest to the nitrogen bottle. It is

constructed of a 16 cm long section of galvanized steel 2.5" OD piping, with 2

threaded endcaps. It will hold approximately 350 Ml of water, and has a 10" long

500 Watt heater rod threaded into one end. The reservoir is insulated with about 3

cm of fiberglass insulation wrapped around the outside of it. A threaded hole in the

bottom mates up with 1/4" copper tubing which wraps around the whole pipe. This

effectively creates an gravity lock to keep the liquid in the reservoir from draining out

unless the interior pressure exceeds that in the pressure vessel. The copper tube is

led down the length of the pressure vessel to where the bath is located. A ther-

PUMPING VALVE
VENTING VALVE

PRESSURE VESSEL
GRAVITY LOCK

BATH

HEATER

PRESSURIZATICW
VALVE

COPPER TUBING

N HEATER ROD

RESERVOIR

FIGURE 2.4. Schematic of Reservoir and Associated Valving.
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mocouple is butted against the copper tube where it emerges from the pressure vessel.

This thermocouple is electrically insulated from the reservoir to avoid shorting with

the heater power. Unfortunately, this causes its indicated temperature to lag

somewhat behind the actual temperature of the liquid in the reservoir. A threaded

hole in the top of the reservoir is attached to 1/4" copper tubing leading to a

penetration in the endplate. This allows for the liquid in the reservoir to be blown

out by pressurizing it with nitrogen. On the outside of the endplate is a system of

valves attached to the line from the nitrogen bottle regulator. These valves allow the

experimenter to control the pressure within the pressure vessel and the reservoir, as

shown in Figure 2.4. The pressurization valve allows control of the flow of nitrogen

gas into the pressure vessel. The pumping valve allows gas to flow into the reservoir,

forcing the liquid it contains to exit through the tubing connected to the base of the

reservoir. The venting valve allows the depressurization of the pressure vessel and

reservoir.

2.3.2. Measuring Table

The sample to be tested is stretched across a specially designed measuring

table. The table is composed of a layer of aluminum 91 cm (36") by 9 cm (3.5")

providing structural support, with a etched printed circuit (PC) board secured to it, as

shown in Figure 2.5. There are isolated contacts etched into this PC board every 1.3

cm (0.5") for the first 15 cm (6"), every 2.5 cm (1") for the next 15 cm (6"), and

every 5 cm (2") for the next 61 cm (24 in). This provides 31 discrete points where

SUPPORT TABLE

HEATER

HEATER PAD THERMOCOUPLES

ILINSULATION

MENII
CONTACT LAYERman.. wird/wawa=

ADJUSTABLE
LEGS

FIGURE 2.5. Detail of Measuring Table.

MEI
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the crossing of the liquid front in the fabric may be detected. These contacts are

connected via a ribbon cable to the Data Acquisition System, as shown in Figure 2.6.

The table is supported and leveled by use of 8 adjustable legs.

The measuring table is heated to a uniform temperature by use of a 350 Watt,

86 cm flexible silicon heater tape, which is suspended 1/2 cm above the fabric

surface. The top of this heater is insulated by 4 cm of fiberglass insulation. The

fabric surface temperature is instrumented with 2 thermocouples, and the heater tape

temperature is measured with a thermocouple. This is important because the tempera-

ture limit of the tape is 230 degrees C.

A bath is attached to one end of the table, with capacity for 230 mL of liquid.

A 5 cm long 300 Watt heater rod is located in this bath to maintain the fluid

temperature through the length of the test. A curved ramp makes the transition from

the level of the table to the bottom of the bath gradually. Grooves have been etched

in its surface to break up the surface tension of the water and promote better flow.

The fabric is attached to stretching rails composed of 2 pieces of aluminum L-

stock, 91 cm long each. These pieces are clamped down on the fabric to secure it

with 9 bolts and nuts. Four springs attached between the two rails stretch the fabric

across the table.

2.3.3. Data Acquisition System

2.3.3.1. Hardware

The Data Acquisition System (DAS) is composed of a DAS-8 8 channel

Analog to Digital (A/D) conversion board distributed by Omega Engineering. This

board allows the computer to read 8 different analog signals, which range from -5 to

+5 volts DC. Plugged into this are two EXP-16 16 channel multiplexer boards.

These boards allow 16 analog signals to be fed into one channel of the A/D board.

Each multiplexer board has a selectable amplification range (from 0.5 to 1000x)

allowing adjustment of the signal read to match the values required by the A/D board.
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A 4 bit digital output (a number from 0 to 15) on the DAS-8 causes the multiplexer to

feed through the appropriate channel to the A/D board. This setup allows 32 analog

channels with selectable amplification (through the EXP-16's) and the remaining 6

analog channels (on the DAS-8 board).

The multiplexers were modified to provide a channel open signal of -12 vDC

by shorting across the appropriate contacts on the PC board. This allows current to

travel from the computer's -12 vDC power supply through a 10 Mega-Ohm resistor to

each channel.

The multiplexers are attached to the measuring table via a 36 conductor ribbon

cable and plug. Power is fed to the table by 4 conductors of this ribbon cable from

an AC-DC adaptor. The 12 vDC output from this adaptor is decreased to the desired

5 vDC using a voltage splitter composed of 3 10 kiloOhm resistors. Detaching the 36

pin plug from the measuring table allows complete electrical isolation of the DAS.

When the liquid front passes over a contact on the table, the liquid forms a

conductor allowing the 5 vDC signal to travel to the computer. The resistance of the

liquid is perhaps 20 kilo-Ohm, which is significantly less than the 10 Mega-Ohm

FABRIC CONTACT

i_...1 I=
L___.1 l_mn

DAS-8

a
PC

EXP-16

12V

FIGURE 2.6. Schematic of Connections for Data Acquisition System.
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resistor providing the channel open signal. This results in a positive voltage reading

for this channel.

2.3.3.2. Software

The DAS software was written in BASIC and compiled with the Quick Basic

compiler from Micro Soft. This program attaches a header to each file to provide

information about the contents. It also scans the channels before testing starts to

inform the user of any shorted channels. After the test has begun, it scans each

channel of the two multiplexers to determine if it has a positive voltage signal, which

would indicate that the associated contact on the board had been reached by the liquid

front.

It is necessary to run this program from the batch file DAS.BAT found in the

c: \qb subdirectory. This allows the graphics routines for the computer to be loaded

into memory. The executable file for the program is TIMELEXE.

The program first asks for a file name. This is generally 2-4 characters

identifying the fabric type (SO for SiO2, SGLS for S-Glass, SC for SiC, etc.), 1 digit

identifying the number of layers, and 2 digit identifying the test number. The file

extension provides information about the type of test: STP for standard temperature

and pressure, CHP for high pressure, HT for high temperature, or ETP for elevated

temperature and pressure. The test number used should run consecutively (from 1 to

99) for each sample type regardless of what the extension is.

The program next asks for a file label. This will be the second line of the

resulting file. Sample type, number of layers, sample numbers, pressure, temperatu-

re, and test number are appropriate things to include in the file label. Do not use any

punctuation on this line. The next two questions are for date and time.

The program then tells the user it will screen the channels. The DAS should

be have been plugged into the board and the power supply on for at least 30 seconds
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before a response is entered. Entering 'A' (ALARM) will cause the computer to

continuously scan the channels, and provide an audible response if a channel is

shorted out. Typing 'q' will stop this screening.

Entering 'C' (COUNTDOWN) will cause the program to continuo', ly screen

the channels until they are all on-line. This is appropriate to use if some channels are

shorted out by rapid pressurization of the vessel. Given enough time, these channels

will come back on-line. Again, 'q' will stop the screening.

Entering 'R' (REPEAT) will cause the program to screen all the channels

once, and return you the screening prompt.

Hitting ENTER at the prompt will cause the program to screen all the channels

once, and remove the first five from the list of channels which will be recorded

during testing. This prevents data of no significance from being included in the data

file.

The program will then inform the user that it is ready to begin data

acquisition. It will print an arrow followed by a constantly changing number which

tells the number of seconds since the test start. Each cycle takes 0.08 seconds.

Following the arrow is three numbers: lowest channel read, the current position of the

liquid front, and highest channel currently being read. The program only examines a

floating "bubble" of channels during each cycle, scanning from the lowest channel not

yet recorded up to five channels in front of the current position of the liquid front.

The data files in the program contain a list of the actual position on the measuring

table, and the associated multiplexer number and channel number it is connected to.

The program loads these into a linked list. This allows channels to be screened out

by simply readjusting the pointers in this linked list to skip that channel. The highest

channel scanned in the "bubble" will be screened out if it is indicated when the

"bubble" reaches it. Some times channels will temporarily short out because of non-

equilibrium of pressure within the measuring table itself and the surrounding pressure
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vessel atmosphere. Given enough time, equalization will occur. This program thus

only screens out a shorted channel when the liquid front approaches it, allowing more

time for this equalization to occur. Each time a new contact is received, it will print

the position on the board, and the time at which this contact is received. It also prints

a strip chart on the screen showing how much time lapse there was between each

contact relative to the distance covered in that time. It will write both the channel

number and the time to the data file. When the test is completed, pressing 'q' will

return to DOS.

2.3.4. Test Procedures

The test procedures used will vary depending upon the specific type of test to

be performed. Tests at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, at elevated

pressures and room temperature, at elevated temperatures and atmospheric pressure,

and at elevated pressures and temperatures all obviously require slightly different

procedures. The last case will be described as follows, since it requires the most

steps.

2.3.4.1. Sample Preparation

Most tests use two pieces of sample fabric, an upper and lower layer. The

lower layer is simply a piece 5 cm (2.5") wide by 19 cm (36") long, with the edges

bonded by a thin layer of silicon rubber to keep it from unraveling, as shown in

Figure 2.7. The upper layer is 15.24 cm (6") wide by 98 cm (38.5") long with the

edges again bonded by silicon. It is important that these are cut precisely following

the weave of the fabric, so that no longitudinal strands are cut which might later be

pulled off. A bead of silicon is also impregnated into the sample 2.8 cm (1.5") from

each edge. This prevents the fabric from wicking liquid over the edge of the table

under the influence of gravity, and also protects the fabric both where it is in contact

with the measuring table and possibly the pressure vessel's walls. It is important that

these samples only be handled when wearing gloves, as oil transmitted from the hands

may inhibit wicking. Some samples will require heat treating to remove sizing or

anti-wetting chemicals. This must be done to the sample before it is coated with
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silicon. The cut sample is placed in an oven which is heated to 400 C for about 4

hours.

The forward edge of the sample is cut into a tongue which is 6.4 cm (2.5")

wide by 6.4 cm (2.5") deep, with a strip of perforated aluminum bonded to the

leading edge. This tongue is the section inserted into the bath, with the aluminum

strip providing an attachment point for two springs which stretch the forward edge of

the fabric. Two strips of aluminum, 2.5 cm (1") long by 1 cm (3/8") wide, are

bonded to the fabric and are spaced 7.6 cm (3") apart at the end of the tongue. These

strips allow the fabric to be securely fastened down at the leading edge of the table.

Holes are cut (sealed by silicon) approximately 1.6 cm (5/8") from the edge down the

length of the sample to match the spacings of the 9 bolts on the stretching rails.

These are bolted on, with the distance between them 10.2 cm (4"). It is important

that care is taken that these rails are attached so that they precisely follow the weave

of the fabric. This will insure that they are pulling evenly on the fabric, preventing

any bubbles, and that the rails are spaced an equal distance apart down the length of

the sample. The bolts on these rails are two different lengths. The 4 longer bolts

should be staggered, with shorter bolts at each end of the rails. These longer bolts

are the attachment points for the 4 springs. It may be appropriate to clean the

SILICON BEAD
BOLT FEEDTHRU

AL. STRIPS

WICKING SECTION

TONGUE

STRETCHING RAIL

kr-- 9,1 4.6 2.1.5.1-0 6.4
94.0

FIGURE 2.7. Detail of Prepared Fabric Sample.
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samples after they are prepared to remove any contamination from them.

2.3.4.2. Test Preparation

The measuring table should be periodically checked for broken connections,

specifically where the two PC boards meet. Exposure to rapid pressure changes or

heat will cause some of these soldered connections to break over time.

The reservoir (located in the sealed end of the pressure vessel) should be

flushed out by filling it with 300 mL of filtered water, and then blowing it out with

the nitrogen tank. The reservoir is filled by opening the venting valve on the vessel.

A funnel and hose is attached to the tube which comes out of the open end of the

vessel, and the measured liquid is poured down it, allowing the force of gravity to

drain it into the reservoir. The venting and pressurization valves are then closed, and

the pumping valve is opened (providing a path for the nitrogen gas to the reservoir).

A slight amount of gas blown through this should be enough to empty it.

The reservoir is then filled with 225 mL of filtered water, as described above.

Heating of this liquid should commence immediately, taking care that the liquid

temperature does not approach too close to the saturation point. Application of about

85 volts to the heater from the rheostat will achieve this.

The fabric samples should now be attached to the table. Gloves should be

worn during this stage to avoid direct contact with the sample. Care must be taken

that the lower layer is centered on the table, with the first 6.4 cm (2.5") hanging

down the ramp into the bath. The upper layer is then attached over the table, with

the stretching springs pulling the two rails toward each other below the table. These

springs should hold the strip of fiberglass insulation beneath the table in place, The

longitudinal stretching springs in the bath should be attached to the aluminum strip at

the leading edge of the sample's tongue. The sample should be attached securely

down at the leading edge of the table through the use of a piece of wire attached to

the two strips on either side of the fabric sample. The top surface of the sample
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should be smoothed by hand to ensure that there are no bubbles.

The strip heater is placed on top of the sample, and the 36-pin plug to the data

acquisition system (DAS) detached. This last precaution is to avoid any feedback of

voltage from the heaters into the computer, since the experiment is not grounded.

Complete isolation of the measuring table's contacts from the vessel was not possible,

making this a necessary step. The splash guard is placed into the bath, and the bath

cover put into place. The table is then inserted into the vessel, and the tube from the

reservoir placed into the opening on the bath. Insulation is placed above and below

the bath, and care is taken that there are no wires in direct connection with the bath.

The teflon feedthrough is now bolted into place, with care being taken to

ensure the correct positioning of the 0-ring seal. The venting valve and pumping

valve are closed, and the filling valve is opened. The vessel is then pressurized to the

point desired at a slow rate. A stage at 800 kPa is recommended to allow

equalization of pressure within the table itself, since external pressure on this table

might otherwise cause shorting out of contact points (temporarily). As soon as the

desired pressure is reached, the venting valve should be opened a small amount to

ensure that a negative pressure differential is maintained between the reservoir and the

vessel. Heating of the liquid in the reservoir will otherwise result in it prematurely

pumping into the bath. Leaving both the pumping and filling valves open will also

work, since this will keep the reservoir at the same pressure as the vessel. If the

desired temperature is close to the saturation point, the former approach is generally

preferred over the latter.

The temperature controller should be attached to the strip heater, with the

"TAPE" thermocouple attached. The maximum temperature should be set at 175 C.

The limit to the operation is the requirement that the heat tape surface temperature

never exceed 230 C. When the desired table surface temperature is reached (as read

on the "SURF" thermocouple), the maximum temperature should be reset to this

temperature, and the two thermocouples switched. This will maintain the table
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surface temperature as desired. The cold junction error on this setup is about 5°C at

70°C.

The reservoir temperature indicated is less than the liquid temperature due to

the position of the thermocouple. Experimentation should be performed to determine

the necessary compensation which must be made. Also, the liquid loses some heat

when it travels through the tube. An indicated temperature of 65°C will provide a

bath temperature of about 70°C.

When the desired liquid temperature and pressure are achieved, the rheostat

should be shut off, and it's power cables switched from the reservoir heater to the

bath heater. It is important that the reservoir heater be detached before the 36-pin

plug to the data acquisition system is attached, since this heater is not always

completely electrically isolated from the vessel.

2.3.4.3. Testing

The 36 pin connector should be plugged in, and the data acquisition software

actuated (as described in Section 2.3.3.2). After entering the required information

and allowing the software to screen out the shorted channels, it should be allowed to

run before pumping the liquid to the bath. This should be performed as already

discussed. The heater in the bath should then be actuated to provide maintenance of

the desired temperature throughout the length of the test. This requires about 35-45

volts from the rheostat. The test will take about 30-60 minutes, depending on the

sample used and operating characteristics. When the test is finished, the DAS con-

nection should be removed and the heaters unplugged. Depressurization should be

performed at a slow rate, with all of the valves open.

2.4. Results

The materials tested and reported upon here in detail include Silicon Dioxide

plain weave and S-glass satin harness weave. The plain weave was tested at a variety

of temperatures and pressures. Table 2.3 describes the pressure and temperature
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variation, wick thickness variation (number of layers), and number of tests performed

for each combination. The test ID included describes the material type and the

temperature and pressure it was tested at: standard temperature and pressure (STP),

standard pressure and High Temperature (HT), room temperature and High Pressure

(CHP), Elevated Pressure and Temperature (EPT), Very High Pressure (VHP), and

Very high Pressure and Temperature (VPT). Each variation was tested at least three

times. If there was some scatter in the results, more tests were performed until a

significant number were grouped together.

TABLE 2.3. Test Matrix giving Test ID's.

Material Layers Pressure Temp. Tests Graph Test ID

Si02. 2 atm. 20 C. 4 A.1 SO/STP
Plain Weave. 2 atm. 70 C. 3 A.2 SO/HT
42x32. 2 1000 kPa 20 C. 9 A.3 SO/CHP
5.6 oz/sq yd. 2 1000 kPa 70 C. 8 A.4 SO/EPT

2 1500 kPa 20 C. 3 A.5 SO/VHP
2 1500 kPa 70 C. 5 A.6 SO/VPT

S-Glass. 1 atm. 20 C. 5 A.7 SG/STP-1
Satin Harness. 2 atm. 20 C. 4 A.8 SG/STP-2
40x40. 2 1000 kPa 70 C. 4 A.9 SG/EPT

The source of error in the results came primarily in variation of material

preparation. Contamination of the wick sample strongly affected the results. This is

the reason for the scatter of some of the data. Tests performed on a sample would

produce deteriorating results until the sample was cleaned. Midway through the

experimentation process, the source of working fluid contamination was removed

from the experimental apparatus, after which this problem was not observed.

The same procedure was followed for cleaning the samples. They were first

cleaned in cold water and soap with the experimenter scrubbing them gently to avoid

disturbance of the weave pattern. The samples were then rinsed with distilled water,

and soaked in a clean bath of distilled water for at least 12 hours. They were then

allowed to air dry for at least 12 hours, and dried under the force of hot air for an

additional 2 hours. At all times the samples were handled with gloves.
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The acquired data was analyzed on a spreadsheet, and the time vs. distance

data was fitted with a second order polynomial (t=Cx2). The outliers for which

sufficient explanation existed to eliminate were not included in the fit. Appendix A

contains graphs showing the data points and the resulting polynomial fits for all of the

data runs. It is interesting to note that in Figure A.1 (SO/STP) and A.2 (SO/HT) the

data fits a third order polynomial exactly (r2= 0.974255 and r2=0.996604) rather then

the second order (r2=0.953587 and r2=0.982054). None of the other cases exhibited

this response. Figure A.10 compares the fitted curves for variation in temperature

and pressure for Silicon Dioxide. It is interesting to note that the increase in pressure

and temperature results in a grouping of these curves, without any strong dependence

on whether it is a pressure increase or a temperature increase. Figure A.11 shows the

fitted curves for variations with S-glass harness satin weave. It is interesting to note

that one layer of the S-Glass wicked much better then two layers. Figure A.12

provides a comparison of the effect of variation in material type upon the Liquid front

curve. A curve is computed from data for nickel screen wicks, with mesh numbers

of 50 and 100 (1/inch), at room temperature for comparison. It can be seen that the

fabrics wick much faster. Figure A.13 provides a compilation of all the constants

from the fit, and compares them against a constant computed from data for nickel

screen wicks. It is of interest to note that the constants for SO/STP and SG/STP-1

show that these materials wick faster then the metal wick. The SO/STP-2 is

somewhere between the two in wicking ability. Figure A.14 shows the confidence

factors which were computed for all of these fits. The curves computed for SO/VPT

and SG/STP-1 are somewhat shaky compared to the others.

The effective pore radius is computed according to the fibrous wick model,

and a comparison of the results for all the cases tested is shown in Figure A.15. It is

expected that this value should not change with temperature and pressure, as it is a

function mainly of the structure of the material. An examination of SO/HT and

SO/STP shows a change of about 20% for the variation in temperature, when pressure

is held constant. It seems that the addition of pressure to the experiment causes a

distortion of results in this model. The pressure change should affect the surface
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tension and liquid viscosity in a negligible fashion. Thus, this correlation must not be

an accurate calculation of this parameter.

It is seen that the fibrous model effective pore radius for two layers of S-glass

is smaller than that for one layer of S-glass. This is expected, since layering fabrics

reduces the size of any openings in which a meniscus might form. The change of

pressure and temperature here did not seem to affect the size of the effective pore

radius significantly for this material. The smaller the value of the effective pore

radius, the greater the capillary pressure generated. Table 2.4 compares the average

value of the effective pore radius for the fabrics against the nickel screen wicks. This

shows that the metal mesh has a much larger effective pore radius, meaning it

generates significantly less capillary pressure.

TABLE 2.4. Comparison of Effective Pore Radius.

Material Type Pore Radius (m) Std. Dev. (la)

SiO2. L=2. 1.8967*10-5 0 .5830*10-5

S-Glass. L=2. 1.8967*10-5 0.1351*10-5

Nickel, 50 mesh 2.81*104

Nickel, 100 mesh 5.80*10-5

Use of the rod model for predicting permeability and pore radius shows results

which approximate quite closely those found experimentally. Graph A.17 shows the

permeability for Silicon Dioxide at varying pressure and temperatures. The effective

pore radius used in these calculations comes from Table 2.1. It can be seen that all of

the values are well within an order of magnitude of the predicted value.

2.5. Conclusions

This experiment demonstrated the affect of contaminates on blocking the

capillary paths in fabric wicks. The wicks were found to be very susceptible to even

the slightest amounts of contamination in the working fluid. In addition, the

detrimental effect of sizing used in weaving the fabric was noticed. This sizing
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generally worked to prevent the fabric from wetting; in extreme cases, no wicking

would occur until the fabric was heat treated to remove it.

Two different weave constructions of essentially the same material were

examined. A plain weave fabric was examined in great detail to demonstrate the

effect of temperature and pressure variation upon wicking parameters. The resulting

measurements indicate that the permeability is affected; after accounting for fluid

property variations, still considerable increase in permeability was noted with

increasing pressure and temperature. Limited tests were also performed upon satin

harness weave. This fabric was found to wick better due to its geometry: its capillary

channels less restricted then for the plain weave. It was seen that one layer wicked

faster then two layers. This weave did not need two layers to create wicking

channels; the space between the two layers just resulted in additional space that the

capillary channels had to fill. Wicking between the layers was much slower then

wicking within the weave. The plain weave showed the opposite effect. Additional

work needs to be undertaken to test different material types. The work covered by

this report did not study the variation of material types.

It was seen that it is difficult to determine what the exact value of the

permeability is unless a value for the effective pore radius can be determined.

Several models were examined as possible analytical solutions for wicking

parameters. It was shown that the contribution of wicking within the yarn bundles is

negligible. The fibrous model predicts a much smaller value of the effective pore

radius then does the rod model. It is possible to isolate this value by performing

another experiment, called a wicking rate or siphon experiment [Marks 1991; Klein

1990]. This research is on-going at Oregon State University.

These tests showed that the satin harness weave structure was superior for

wicking applications. It was shown that the weave density is also an important factor:

the larger the mesh number, the higher the capillary pressure generated. The fabrics

tested here performed better then wire meshes in terms of capillary movement of
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liquid. This still does not warrant their use in unmodified form because of the

liability of decreased boiling limits when used in heat pipe applications. It is possible

that this problem could be tempered somewhat by weaving metal fibers into the

evaporator section of the wick.
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Chapter 3. Experimental Materials Compatibility Study.

3.1. Introduction

It is important that thorough consideration be made of materials compatibility

of candidate materials. The wick and the fluid containment layer are in continuous

contact with the heated working fluid, requiring that these materials have a high

resistance to corrosion. Any corrosion of the fluid containment layer will result in

contamination of the working fluid. This is quite serious, since the wicking studies

(chapter 3) have demonstrated how quickly fouling of the capillaries in the wick

occurs. It is possible that a breach of the fluid containment liner will bring the load

bearing shell in contact with the working fluid. Under space conditions, this is

probably not a critical matter, since it is highly probable that the near vacuum

environment encountered there will quickly evaporate any of the liquid before it can

cause significant damage. If degradation of strength of this layer did occur, it could

be serious, since it might affect connections to other heat pipes in the radiator.

Therefor, an initial materials compatibility test has been performed on a number of

candidate materials.

Short term materials compatibility tests have been completed on potential

materials to be used in fabric composite radiators for space applications. The initial

short term investigations were conducted for Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories

beginning in the summer of 1989 and completed in February 1990. [Klein, Marks,

and Slater 1990] Specific materials tested include copper, aluminum, titanium, FEP

Teflon tubing, and a three high strength fabric fibers: alumina-boria-silica, Silicon

Carbide, and Silica Dioxide2. These materials have been exposed to pure water,

methanol, and acetone for periods of time up to 5000 hours at variety of appropriate

temperatures. It has been found that the best combinations of materials for the liner

and working fluid for a fabric composite radiator would be aluminum and acetone,

copper and acetone, titanium and water or FEP Teflon with any of the three working

fluids. The combinations to be avoided include aluminum and water, copper and

water, possibly copper and methanol and possibly aluminum and methanol. It has
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also been seen that the best combinations of materials for the load bearing shell and

working fluid would be silicon dioxide and either acetone or methanol, and possibly

Alumina Boria Silica or silicon carbide with either acetone or methanol. It was seen

that the combination of (untreated) Alumina Boria Silica with water should be

definitely avoided, and that both silicon carbide and silicon dioxide did not appear to

be completely compatible with water.

3.2. Experiment Description

The experiments discussed below involve the investigation of the compatibility

of various materials and liquids at elevated temperatures (room temperature and

above). Specifically, measurements were made of the mass change of the amples

following complete immersion of the samples in the liquids for varying lengths of

time. Observations related to changes in the physical appearance of the samples were

also recorded.

Three liquids, water, methyl alcohol, and acetone, were utilized in these

experiments. These were obtained from the Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wi in two liter quantities. The specific details concerning the purity and

lot numbers are seen in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1. Liquids as Supplied.

Liquid Lot Number Contaminants

Methyl Alcohol 06017BV 0.04% H2O
Acetone 06524AW 0.35% H2O
Water 00616PV

The materials exposed to the working fluids included three pure metals, FEP

Teflon, and three Advanced Ceramic Fabric (ACF) materials. Ten packages of

aluminum and two of titanium were obtained from the Aldrich Chemical Company,

Inc., Milwaukee, WI. The copper samples were obtained from AESAR Johnson-

Matthey, Inc., Seabrook, NH. Table 3.2 lists the characteristics of the pure metal

samples received. The Silicon Carbide (Batch it 4073-28-2), Alumina-boria-silica
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(Lot #1732-1), Silicon Dioxide fabrics and the teflon tubing were all supplied by

Battelle for this experiment. The Alumina Boria Silica had been heat treated for 30

minutes at 1000°F to remove the sizing. No similar information was provided

regarding the other two fabrics.

TABLE 3.2. Characteristics of the Pure Metal Materials Used.

Metal Lot Number Purity Thickness Quantity

Aluminum 04723LT 99.999% 0.25 mm 50x50 mm
Titanium 01221JW 99.7% 0.25 mm 150x150 mm
Copper 17220 99.9% 0.254 mm 200x200 mm

Five Lab-Line multiblock module heaters (Model 2050) were used to provide a

constant temperature environment for the tests. The heaters are designed to hold an

aluminum block which contains space for 20 test tubes. Each culture tube is 13 mm

in diameter by 100 mm in length. The metal and teflon samples were suspended in

the test tubes by using 32 gauge NiChrome wire, allowing three samples per test tube.

The ACF materials were arranged in small bundles of coherent fibers, joined together

by NiChrome wire and allowed the use of one sample per test tube.

Most of the experimental tests were conducted with the metal and teflon

samples. The heaters were initially set to provide a variety of operating temperatures.

One goal of the experiments was to provide exposures near the boiling point of each

of the liquids. Thus, exposures to water at 95°C, to methanol at 60°C, and to

acetone at 50°C were conducted. Additional data was collected for samples at 50°C

in water and methanol. Table 3.3 lists the initial temperature set points for the five

heater units and the liquids in which the materials were exposed.

The temperatures listed were held essentially constant by means of periodic

measurements with thermometers. The principle temperatures for each of the liquids

was chosen to be slightly below the boiling point to minimize any difficulty involving

over pressurization of the test tubes.
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TABLE 3.3. Initial Temperature Setpoints for the Multiblock Heaters.

Heater Ident. Liquid Temperature Boiling Point

A Water 95 °C 100 °C
B Methanol 60 °C 65 °C
C Acetone 50 °C 56 °C
D Water/Meth. 50 °C
E Varied 50 °C

Heaters D & E were initially used to provide a second temperature data point

for the water and methanol samples. A total of 18 test slots were allocated for long

term (8 month) tests, and 15 to tests involving thermal cycling. In the cycling tests

the tubes were exchanged between the principle temperature and room temperature

with a period of approximately six days for each cycle. Heater E was later reassigned

to 95°C to provide testing of the ACF materials in water immersed for varying

periods of time. Upon the completion of the tests of the metallic samples of interests,

two more heaters were reassigned to provide testing of the three ACF materials.

Heater A was set at 95°C to provide continuing tests to the ACF materials immersed

in water, Heater D was set at 50°C to provide a matrix for tests of the ACF materials

with acetone, and Heater E was reset to 60°C to provide a matrix for methanol tests.

Room temperature tests were also performed for most of the possible material and

liquid combinations.

The experimental procedure which was followed for these tests was:

1. Material samples were obtained, cut into a size which would fit inside

of the 13 by 100 mm sample culture tubes (with sealing caps),

weighed, and then the sample tubes were marked and catalogued.

2. Suitable volumes of the appropriate working fluid was placed in the

sample culture tube. The amount of liquid used depends upon the

saturation temperature and pressure characteristics of the particular

sample working fluid.

3. The sample culture tubes were placed in the block heaters which were

monitored to maintain a constant temperature.
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4. After a designated time interval, samples were removed from the block

heaters and visually inspected. They were then allowed to dry for a

limited time period following removal (generally three hours for the

metals and one day for the ACF materials). The mass of these

materials was measured using a Mettler microbalance (OSU Serial No.

107003). This balance has a scale with graduations of 5 micrograms,

and is considered to be accurate to within 15 micrograms. Care was

taken to ensure proper leveling and zeroing of the balance before and

during each weighing session.

5. Detailed laboratory notebooks were kept during these measurements

and a system of labeling was used to keep track of the many samples

which were being tracked simultaneously.

3.3. Experimental Results.

This section describes the results of the experiments conducted on the exposure

of copper, aluminum, and titanium metallic foil samples to high purity water,

methanol, and acetone. These experiments have consisted of static material tests at

temperatures which are near the boiling point of each fluid at atmospheric pressure.

In addition, fabric material samples and samples of Teflon tubing, supplied by

Battelle, have also been tested. The figures referred to in the text are found in

Appendix B.

3.3.1. Copper.

Figures 8.1 through B.5 present the weight gain/loss of copper samples

exposed to water and methanol at two temperatures, one close to the boiling point of

the fluid at atmospheric pressure and one at a lower temperature, and acetone near the

boiling point at atmospheric pressure.

3.3.1.1. Copper - Water.

Figure B.1 presents the results of the exposure of copper samples to 95°C

water as a function of time. It is seen that a generally increasing oxide growth is
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observed in these tests. There is a relatively wide scatter in the data, however it

appears that there is a gain in weight in these samples above the sample weighing

error (estimated for these samples to be on the order of 4 to 5 mg/dm2). All of the

copper samples exposed to water at 95°C show the presence of a strongly adherent

oxide layer which is reddish/brown in appearance. About half of the samples show

the additional formation of a second corrosion layer which is yellow/green in color

and is loosely adherent, i.e. it can be removed by lightly rubbing a towel across the

surface. It appears that the formation of these corrosion layers is largely a function

of immersion time. The samples initially turn a reddish/brown, and then become

streaked with black after about 500 hours exposure. This seems to then quickly turn

into a yellow/green layer.

In Figure B.1, the weight gains for the two types of oxidation layers observed

are shown. There appears to be a considerable scatter in the reddish/brown samples,

and significantly less for the yellow corrosion samples. A linear expression has been

fitted to the more consistent yellow corrosion data. The resulting expression is:

Weight Gain (mg/dm2) = 0.01447t + 2.238

where t is the exposure time in hours.

Figure B.2 shows the weight change for copper exposed to static water at

50°C. This appears to be quite similar to that observed from the 95°C exposures. In

general, most of the samples were observed to change little in appearance, i.e., they

appear duller in surface finish, however a few samples were observed to have become

streaked with a black oxide. The oxide layer in these streaked samples was similar to

the adherent layer formed in the 95°C samples. A linear fit to the data is also

included in Figure B.2. This expression is given by:

Weight Gain (mg/dm2) = 0.01389t + 0.1197
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where t is exposure time in hours.

This expression is seen to be very similar to that observed for the 95°C data

fit (see Figure B.3 for comparison of the two fits). It can be seen that the oxidation

rates in terms of the weight gain, or the linear growth coefficient, are nearly

identical.

Two additional sets of data are presented in Figures B.4 and B.5 for room

temperature water-copper exposures and for thermal cycling exposures. Figure B.4

shows that very little mass change is seen in copper exposed to room temperature

(19°C to 23°C) water up to 4000 hours. The thermal cycling data in Figure B.5

shows the same general trend of weight gain over 1500 hours as that seen for the

95°C water exposure.

3.3.1.2. Copper Methanol.

Figure B.6 presents the mass change results for exposing copper to methanol

at 50°C and 60°C as a function of exposure time. The mass of the samples appears

to be increasing slowly, however some samples exhibit a significant weight loss.

Both the amount of gain and loss measured is on the same order of magnitude as the

sample weighing error for immersion times less than approximately 1500 hours. A

rapid increase in the weight gain is then observed to occur.

The room temperature samples, seen in Figure B.7, show a slight weight gain.

There is a considerable spread in the data which is on the order of the sample

weighing error. The thermal cycling data shown in Figure B.8 appears to reveal little

weight gain in Methanol at 60°C. Again, the mass change observed is well within

the range of the sample weighing error.

3.3.1.3. Copper Acetone.

There appears to be little weight change to copper when exposed to 50°C

acetone as seen in Figure B.9. Figure B.10 and B.11 show that there is no apparent
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weight change for the copper samples when exposed to room temperature acetone, or

when cycled between 50°C and room temperature with a cycle period of six days.

The amount of scatter in the data shown in these three plots is within the estimated

sample weighing error.

3.3.2. Aluminum.

Figures B.12 through B.20 present the weight gain/loss of aluminum samples

exposed to water and methanol at two temperatures, one close to the boiling point of

the fluid at atmospheric pressure and one at a lower temperature, and acetone near the

boiling point at atmospheric pressure.

3.3.2 . 1. Aluminum Water.

The most intense attack on any of the materials tested in these experiments

was observed in the aluminum water combination. There was a significant amount of

damage to most of the aluminum samples exposed to water at 95°C, including in the

extreme, the complete disintegration a number of samples. The attack by the water

caused a very wide scatter in the data as seen in Figure B.6. In some of the samples

it appears that limited oxidation of the aluminum occurred (called the standard

samples), but others have completely turned to a white powder. Such observations

even were made among the samples contained within the same sample tube. For

example, two of the three samples in a tube might exhibit very little attack and the

third would have almost completely disintegrated.

There appear to be two mechanisms of attack in this combination.

Approximately 25% of the samples appear to have a white crystalline oxide surface,

while the remaining samples have a dull grey oxide coating. The ones which are

white appear to become rapidly oxidized (to the point of disintegration in extreme

cases) as the seal cap on the sample tube is opened. An audible "pop" has been

observed as the cap was opened (and pressure was released), and rapid bubbling was

seen. A logarithmic curve has been fitted to the standard samples. The resulting

weight gain is seen to behave as:
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Weight Gain (mg /dm2) = 7.55 loge(t) + 29.5

where t is exposure time in hours.

Much less attack by water at 50°C is observed as can be seen in Figure B.13.

There is much less scatter in the data, and the oxide coating on all but a few samples

was grey in appearance. However, a limited number of samples did experience the

same form of attack as for the 95°C samples, although to a somewhat lesser extent.

Obviously the attack by water on pure aluminum is much greater at 95°C than at

50°C. A logarithmic curve was also fitted to these 50°C samples (see Figure B.14),

which is seen to behave as follows:

Weight Gain (mg/dm2) = 0.832 loge(t) + 2.54

where t is exposure time in hours.

The thermal cycling test for water between 95°C and room temperature

exhibits a very curious result. The weight gain appears to decrease significantly as a

function of immersion time. This could possibly be due to the fact that the initial

mass change forms a loosely adherent coating which breaks free due to the thermal

stresses induced from the changes in fairly rapid changes in environment temperature.

3.3.2.2. Aluminum Methanol.

Aluminum appears to be more compatible with methanol than with water.

Figures B.16 and B.17 show the experimental results at 60°C and 50°C, respectively.

No surface changes were observed in the aluminum samples and the samples appeared

to be the same when they were removed as when they went into the sample tube.

However, a significant weight loss was seen in samples immersed for 5000 hours.

The weight loss expression developed for methanol at 60°C is found to be:

Weight Gain (mg/de) = -4.46 loge(t) + 23.78
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and for methanol at 50°C:

Weight Gain (mg/dm2) = -3.47 loge(t) + 22.12

where t is exposure time in hours.

The thermal cycling tests on aluminum in methanol between 60°C and room

temperature were inconclusive, as seen in Figure B.18.

3.3.2.3. Aluminum Acetone.

Aluminum also appears to be more compatible with acetone at 50°C as seen in

Figure B.19. Very little weight change is observed, certainly much less than the

estimated experimental weighing error. The thermal cycling data for this combination

also shows good compatibility, as seen in Figure B.20.

3.3.3. Titanium.

Figures B.21 through B.29 present the weight gain/loss of titanium samples

exposed to water and methanol at two temperatures, one close to the boiling point of

the fluid at atmospheric pressure and one at a lower temperature, and acetone near the

boiling point at atmospheric pressure. In all cases for titanium, there are very few

wide ranging data points and titanium appears to be very compatible with all three

working fluids tested.

3.3.3.1. Titanium - Water.

Figure B.21 presents the results of exposures of pure titanium metal foils to

water at 95°C and 50°C. The mass differences observed are less than the estimated

experimental weighing error. All of the titanium samples visually appear to be

exactly the same when they were removed from the sample holders as they were

before immersion in the test fluid. The same conclusions can be reached in Figures

B.22 and B.23 for the room temperature and thermal cycling tests in water.
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3.3.3.2. Titanium Methanol.

Similar results are seen in Figure B.24 for exposures of titanium to methanol

at 60°C and 50°C. Again, the samples appear to be exactly the same when they are

removed as when they go in. There appears to be a slight weight gain for titanium

when exposed for a long time. The resulting curve for 60°C is found to be:

Weight Gain (mg/dm2) = 0.703 loge(t) 3.64

and for 50°C:

Weight Gain (mg/dm') = 0.619 loge(t) 2.70

where t is exposure time in hours.

Very little weight change in seen in either Figures B.25 or B.26 for the room

temperature and thermal cycling tests.

3.3.3.3. Titanium Acetone.

Figure B.27 shows the results for exposing titanium metal foils to acetone at

50°C. Again, the scatter in the data is less than the estimated weighing error and

there are no observable changes to the surfaces of the titanium samples due to

exposure. However, the long term exposures exhibit a small weight gain. The

resulting linear fit for the weight gain is:

Weight Gain (mg/dm2) = 0.0017t 1.09

where t is exposure time in hours. Little weight change is seen for either the room

temperature or the thermal cycling tests, as can be seen in Figures B.28 and B.29.

3.3.4. Advanced Ceramic Fabrics.

A detailed examination of the compatibility of the Advanced Ceramic Fabric
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materials has been performed for the three fabrics with the three working fluids at

their principle temperatures. The results from these can be seen in Figures B.30

through B.38. The fabric samples were prepared by separating them into individual

strands, and then bundling these coherent strands with a wrapping of NiChrome wire.

Various consecutive immersions were performed, with immersion times varying from

one to three weeks. The initial one week immersion was intended to remove any

sizing still on the material, and to provide a base-line for the additional weighing. A

total of 20 samples of the ACF materials were exposed to each working fluid. At

least six samples each of silicon carbide, silicon dioxide, and alumina boria silica

were tested with each liquid. It is important to note that continued leaching of the

sizing might be masking the true corrosion rate of the fabrics. It appeared that there

was not much correlation between the initial mass change of the sample and the

continued rate at which the sample's mass decreased. Thus, it appeared that the first

seven day exposure was sufficient to remove all the sizing which would be affected by

the working fluid of interest. Additional tests using fabrics which are heat treated to

remove sizing are recommended to validate these results.

3.3.4.1. Alumina-boria-silica Fibers Water.

This ceramic fiber is supplied under the name "Nextel", which is a trademark

of 3M corrporation. Preliminary examination reveals that Nextel was quite

susceptible to attack by water at 95°C. It is interesting to note that a weight gain was

seen from the initial exposure, which was completely different than what was

observed for any of the other fabric-liquid combinations. The fibers became

extremely brittle and flaked off quite readily in these tests. This was expected, since

the 3M product bulletin provided with the fabrics stated that this fabric must be heat

treated for at least a full hour at 1000°C to modify the crystalline structure and

provide resistance to high humidity environments. The samples as supplied were only

treated for 30 minutes at 1000°F, which proved to have been insufficient to provide

the necessary resistance to attack. Continued examination of these samples in this

medium was not performed after the initial two or three immersions (see Figure

B.30), since any mass change due to corrosion was overwhelmed by that due to
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physical material loss. A few tests were performed at room temperature, and reveal

that this process was slightly temperature dependent. These samples showed much

less mass change from exposure to water at room temperature.

3.3.4.2. Nextel Acetone.

The Nextel fibers appear to be quite compatible with acetone at this

temperature (50°C). Figure B.31 reveals a sharp initial weight change of

approximately one percent, probably due to the leaching of the sizing from the fabric.

A slight continuing weight change was seen from subsequent immersions. The

resulting linear fit (not including the initial weight change due to sizing leaching) for

the weight of the sample as a percentage of the initial weight was found:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.98858 - 9.47487E-7(t)

where t is exposure time in hours. The rate of change seen here (following the initial

decrease) will be used hereafter as the baseline case for comparison.

3.3.4.3. Nextel Methanol.

The Nextel fibers also appear to be quite compatible with Methanol at 60°C.

Figure B.32 shows a two percent initial weight change due to initial leaching of sizing

from the fabric. Note that this is twice the weight change seen for the similar

exposures to acetone. It appears that the sizing used on this fabric is much more

susceptible to washing in methanol. The fabrics exposed to methanol were bleached

completely white, while those exposed to acetone were still tinted yellow. A slight

continuing decrease in weight was noted for subsequent immersions. A linear fit

(without the initial data point) was found for the sample weight:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.97736 8.13818E-7(t)

where t is exposure time in hours. Note that the rate of change of the sample weight

for Nextel in methanol is 86% that of the baseline case (Nextel with acetone).
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3.3.4.4. Silicon Dioxide Fibers - Water.

Examination of the silicon dioxide fibers immersed in water at 95°C (Figure

B.33) reveals about a one percent weight change due to sizing leaching. This is

followed by a tendency for slight weight loss during subsequent immersions. Note that

the fourth data point on this graph appears slightly anomalous; a weight increase over

the previous data point is seen for all but two of the samples. It appears that a short

lived corrosive growth might have been formed, followed by an immediate (and

consistent) weight loss over subsequent immersions. Even without this anomaly, this

combination does not appear to be compatible. A linear fit of this data (without the

initial data point) provides the following equation for sample weight:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.993469 1.90761E-6(t)

where t is exposure time in hours. The rate of change for this sample is 167% that of

the baseline case.

3.3.4.5. Silicon Dioxide Fibers Acetone.

Immersion of the Silicon Dioxide fibers in acetone at 50°C produced almost a

negligible weight reduction over time, as seen in Figure B.34. The initial weight

change was one tenth of a percent. It appears that the sizing used for this fabric is

largely unaffected by exposure to Acetone, since ten times as much weight change

was initially noted from exposure to water. A linear fit (without the initial data point)

was found for the sample weight:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.998868 5.23014E-7(t)

where t is exposure time in hours. The rate of weight change (55% that of the

baseline case) for this combination was less than that of any of the other combinations

examined.

3.3.4.6. Silicon Dioxide Fibers Methanol.
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The initial weight change for this combination was also quite small, with a two

tenths of a percent reduction as seen in Figure B.35. This is approximately twice the

change seen for the acetone exposure. This compares favorably with the effect seen

of these two liquids on the sizing used on the Nextel fabrics. The initial slight weight

loss for this fabric was followed by a slight decrease of overall weight with time. A

linear fit (excluding the initial data point) was found for the sample weight:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.998374 1.5846E-6(t)

where t is exposure time in hours. This combination was seen to slightly less

compatible than some others; the rate of weight change for this combination is 167%

that of the baseline case.

3.3.4.7. Silicon Carbide Fibers Water.

The silicon carbide samples exhibit a continued weight loss during immersion

in water at 95°C, after the initial weight loss due to leaching as seen in Figure B.36.

This could be the result of continued leaching of the sizing, or as a result of a

corrosive attack on the SiC. A linear fit of the data (without the initial data point)

provided an equation for the sample weight:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.98809 - 1.44311E-6(t)

where t is exposure time in hours. This fabric performed better than the others in

water, however a relatively substantial rate of weight change was still noted (152%

that of the baseline case).

3.3.4.8. Silicon Carbide Fibers Acetone

The initial weight loss from exposure of this fabric to acetone at 50°C was

slightly larger than the initial weight loss seen for the exposure to water. A relatively

substantial weight decrease was seen during subsequent immersions. A linear fit

(excluding the initial data point) to the data displayed in Figure B.37, which is given
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by:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.985826 1.85206E-6(0

where t is exposure time in hours. A larger rate of weight change was seen for this

sample then for any of the other silicon carbide combinations (195% of the baseline

case).

3.3.4.9. Silicon Carbide Fibers Methanol

The initial weight loss from exposure of this fabric to methanol at 60°C was

comparable to that seen for its exposure to water. The rate of the continuing rate

decrease was also seen to be comparable to that seen from exposure in water. A

linear fit (excluding the initial data point) was found from the data presented in Figure

B.8 for the sample weight:

Relative Weight (percent) = 0.989933 1.4872E-6(t)

where t is exposure time in hours. The continued rate of weight loss of this

combination (153 % of the baseline case) was larger than that seen from Nextel and

methanol, and comparable to that seen from silicon dioxide and methanol.

3.3.5. Teflon.

Teflon tubing samples supplied by Battelle were exposed to water at 50°C and

95°C, methanol at 60°C and 50°C, and acetone at 50°C and room temperature

various lengths of time (up to 5000 hours for some combinations). Figures B.39 to

B.44 show the results of the exposures of these FEP Teflon tubing samples. In all of

these cases, no significant mass changes were observed. In fact the weight changes

measured were significantly less than the estimated experimental weighing error.

3.4. Conclusions and Recommendations.

Based upon the above results, it is concluded that a number of materials
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combinations would be acceptable for low temperature fabric composite radiator

applications. It has been found that certain combinations of liner materials and

working fluids are extremely incompatible, while others appear to be remarkably

compatible. Table 3.4 presents a listing of the metal liner/fluid/temperature

combinations tested under one of five acceptance categories. Table 3.5 provides a

similar comparison for the wick/shell fabrics tested. Table 3.6 lists the fabrics in

order of preference based upon the relative rates of mass change for each working

fluid. The initial mass decreases due to leaching of sizing is provided (in percent of

original mass). The relative rates of mass decrease are also listed, as compared to the

lowest observed rate (silicon dioxide and acetone). These characteristics are

calculated from a linear fit of the data accumulated. Bar graphs providing a visual

representation of the initial mass decrease and relative rates of mass decrease for all

the fabrics are shown in Figures B.44 and Figures B.45.

The results of this investigation show that the best combinations of materials

for the liner and working fluid for a fabric composite radiator would be aluminum and

acetone, titanium and any of the three working fluids, copper and acetone, or FEP

Teflon with any of the three working fluids. The combinations to be avoided include

aluminum and water, possibly aluminum and methanol, copper and water, and

possibly copper and methanol.

The best shell/wick material for use with the working fluid of acetone appears

to be silicon dioxide. Nextel appears to be the best choice when the working fluid is

methanol. None of the three selected shell fabrics appear to be completely compatible

with water as a working fluid. Silicon carbide appeared to perform slightly better

then silicon dioxide for this application. The combination of Nextel and water should

be completely avoided. The resistance of Nextel fabrics to water attack is claimed to

increase dramatically after extended heat treatment; this might be an option to

examine more closely if water is the preferred working fluid. It appears that the

combinations of silicon carbide with methanol or acetone and silicon dioxide with

methanol should be avoided. Extended study needs to be performed to examine the
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weight loss of all these fabric and liquid combinations after the fabrics have been

properly treated to remove the sizing materials. The rate at which the mass decreased

for all the combinations(except Nextel and water) was very slight; it is possibly that

the continued leaching of the sizing was masking any true weight change.

TABLE 3.4. Recommendations Related Liner Materials Combinations.

Acceptance Category Liner Fluid Temp

Definitely Avoid Using:
These combinations result in
significant liner attack for short
exposure periods.

Aluminum

Copper

Water

Water

95°C or
50°C

95°C or
50°C

Possibly bad combination:
A slight amount of attack; more
longer term exposures are
needed to reinforce conclusions.

Copper

Aluminum

Methanol

Methanol

60°C or
50°C

60°C

Undetermined:
A slight amount of attack for
short term exposures, with
possibly too wide a scatter for
positive conclusions.

Aluminum

Titanium

Methanol

Acetone

50°C

50°C

Possibly Acceptable:
Very little attack for short term
exposures; more long term tests
needed to ensure compatibility.

Titanium Methanol 60°C or
50°C

Most Likely Acceptable:
Extremely little or no change
observed. Probably acceptable.

Aluminum

Titanium

Copper

Teflon

Acetone

Water

Acetone

Water
Methanol
Acetone

50 ° C

95°C or
50°C

50°C

95°C
60°C
50°C
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TABLE 3.5. Recommendations Related to Shell and Wick Materials Combinations.

Acceptance Category Fabric Fluid Temp

Definitely Avoid Using: Nextel Water 95°C
These combinations result in
significant liner attack for
short exposure periods.

Possibly bad combination: Silicon Methanol 60°C
A slight amount of attack;
more longer term exposures
are needed to reinforce

Carbide

Silicon

Acetone

Water

50°C

95°C
conclusions. Dioxide Methanol 60°C

Possibly Acceptable: Silicon Water 95°C
Very little attack for short
term exposures; more long
term tests needed to ensure
compatibility.

Carbide

Most Likely Acceptable: Silicon Acetone 50°C
Extremely little or no change
observed. Probably acceptable.

Dioxide

Nextel Acetone 60°C
Methanol 50°C

TABLE 3.6. Comparison of Performance of Advanced Ceramic Fabric Shell/Wick
Materials.

Working Fluid Temp Shell/Wick Initial Mass Relative Rate
Material Decrease of Mass Decr

Water 95°C SiC 1.12% 2.75
SiO2 0.65% 3.64
Nextel

Methanol 60°C Nextel 2.26% 1.55
SiC 1.00% 2.83
SiO2 0.16% 3.02

Acetone 50°C SiO2 0.11% 1.00
Nextel 1.14% 1.80
SiC 1.42% 3.52
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APPENDIX A. Wicking Study Graphs.

This appendix contains graphical representation of the data gathered during the

experimental wicking study described in Chapter 2. Graphs A.1 through A.9 show

the data points acquired during testing and a curve generated through these points by

polynomial regression. This curve is a second order polynomial, as derived in the

Theory section of Chapter 2. Craphs A.10 through A.12 provide a direct comparison

of these curves. Graphs A.13 and A.14 give the second order constant (y=Cx2) and

the confidence factor (r2) generated by polynomial regression. Graphs A.15 through

A.17 provide visual comparison of the wicking parameters calculated from this data.
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FIGURE A.1. Liquid Front Position, Silicon Dioxide, STP.
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FIGURE A.2. Liquid Front Position, Silicon Dioxide, 70 C.
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FIGURE A.3. Liquid Front Position, Silicon Dioxide, 1000 Kpa.
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FIGURE A.4. Liquid Front Position, Silicon Dioxide, 1000 kPa, 70 C.
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FIGURE A.5. Liquid Front Position, Silicon Dioxide, 1500 lc Pa, 20 C.
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FIGURE A.6. Liquid Front Position, Silicon Dioxide, 1500 kPa, 70 C.
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FIGURE A.7. Liquid Front Position, S-Glass, 1 Layer, STP.
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FIGURE A.8. Liquid Front Position, S-Glass, 2 Layers, STP.
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FIGURE A.9. Liquid Front Position, S-Glass, 1000 kPa, 70 C.
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FIGURE A.10. Predicted Liquid Front Position, Silicon Dioxide.
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APPENDIX B. Material Compatibility Study Graphs.

This appendix contains graphical representation of the data gathered during the

material compatibility study described in Chapter 3. Graphs B.1 through B.29 show

the change in mass resulting from exposure of the metal samples (Aluminum,

Titanium and Copper) to the working fluids (Acetone, Methanol and Water). Graphs

are provided at the various temperatures and exposure techniques used (Continuous

and thermal cycling). Graphs B.30 through B.38 shows the change in mass resulting

from exposure of ceramic fibers to the working fluids. Graphs B.39 through B.44

show the effect of exposure upon FEP Teflon. Graphs B.45 and B.46 are bar graphs

providing a direct comparison between the ceramic fibers' test data.
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FIGURE B.1. Mass Change for Copper as a function of exposure time in 95 C Water.
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FIGURE B.2. Mass Change for Copper as a function of exposure time in 50 C Water.
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APPENDIX C. Data Acquisition System Computer Code Listing.

This appendix contains the listing of the computer code used to acquire the

data used in the Wicking Study described in Chapter 2. Use of the computer code is

described in great detail in Section 2.3.3.2. This code was written to be compiled by

"Quick Basic" by Micro Soft.

REM:
REM: TIME.BAS by Timothy S. Marks. Last Revised November 1992.
REM:
REM: This program acquires data for the wicking experiment using two
REM: multiplexer boards attached to an A/D board. When liquid contact
REM: with a contact position is confirmed, that position and the time
REM: that elasped since the first contact was noted is recorded in a file.
REM:
dim v%(32), ps(32), mp%(32), ch%(32), pnt%(32), prev%(32)
screen 3: cls
print " wicking experiment data acquisition program
print
input "file name:", a$: if a$ = "" then a$ = "test"
open "o", #1, "c:\tests\" + a$
input "file label:", a$: print
b$ = chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28)
b$ =b$ +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28) +chr$(28)
b$=b$+chr$(28)+chr$(28)+chr$(28)+chr$(28)+chr$(28)+chr$(28)
b$=b$+chr$(28)+chr$(28)
print "date:"; date$, "enter new date:"; chr$(30) + chr$(13) + b$;
c$ = "": d$ = ""
locate 6, 44, 1: input "", c$: c$ = c$ + mid$(date$, lPn(c$) + 1)
print "current time:"; time$, "enter new time:",chr$(30)+chr$(13)+b$;
locate 7, 44, 1: input "", d$: d$ = d$ + mid$(time$, len(d$) + 1)
print : date$ = c$: time$ = d$
print #1, date$, time$: print #1, a$
baddr% = 784
mult = 10! / 4096!
Trig = -4!

130 Restore: lim% = 36
count% = -1

134 count% = count% + 1
v%(count%) = 0
read ps(count %), mp % (count %), ch % (count %)
pnt % (count %) = count % + 1: prev%(count%) = count % 1

if mp%(count%) > -1 then 134



max% = count% 1

pnt%(max%) = 1
prev%(1) = max%
current % = 1
lfront% = 0
bubble% = 1
lowest% = 1
highest% = 0
nolim% = 0
REM:

129

REM: What follows is the screening routine to remove the initial channels
REM: which are within the floating "bubble". Other options at this point
REM: are to screen all the channels, and then have the option to do it
REM: again (REPEAT), to continuously screen the channels until none are
REM: reported shorted out (COUNTDOWN), or to audibly inform whenever
REM: a contact is reported (ALARM).
REM:

160 input "press return to screen channels (r for repeat, c for countdown):", a$
repeat% = 0: if a$ = "r" or a$ = "r" then repeat% = 1
scr% = 1: alarm% = 0: if a$ = "a" or a$ = "a" then alarm% = 1:scr% =0
count% = 0: if a$ = "c" or a$ = "c" then count% = 1: scr% = 0
gosub 170: scr% = 0: if (alarm% = 1) then 160
if count% = 1 or repeat% = 1 then 130
input "press return to begin data acquisition", a$
time$ = "00:00:00": tbeg = timer
ptime = tbeg
pt = 0!: pp = 0!
Tbase = 8!
Y$ = str$(int((csrlin 1) * 14) + 5)
x$ = str$(260): a$ = x$ + "," + y$ + "c2"
draw "cOm" + a$
rem:current% = 1
lfront% = 0
bubble% = 1
if lowest > 5 then lowest% = 6
highest% = 5
REM:
REM: Data Acquisition Loop begins here. The floating bubble is initially
REM: defined as the first 5 channels (lowest% to highest%) in the linked
REM: list.
REM:

200 trig% = 0: lastcurr% = current%
out baddr% + 2, (mp%(current%) + ch%(current%) * 16)
if ((highest% > 0) and (current% > highest%)) then highest% = current%
out baddr% + 1, 0
ptime = timer
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if (inp(baddr% + 1) > 0) then trig% = 1: gosub 1000
rem:print current%, ps(current%)
current% = pnt%(current%)
if ps(current%) > ps(lfront%) then

bubble % = bubble % + 1:
if ((scr% = 1) or (alarm% = 1) or (highest = -1) or (nolim% = 1)) then

bubble% = 1
if bubble% > 5 then bubble% = 1: current% = lowest%
if current% > lastcurr% then 200 else current% = lowest%
bubble% = 1
a$ = inkey$
if ((a$ = "q") or (a$ = "q") or (pnt%(current%) = current%)) then 400
if ((a$ = "1 ") or (a$ = "1")) then nolim% = 1: highest% = max%
if scr% = 1 then return
print chr$(30); chr$(13);
print "--> "; left$(str$(timer - tbeg), 7), ps(lowest%), ps(lfront%),
ps(highest%);
if ((lfront% < lim% and count% = 0) or
(count% = 1 and trig% = 1)) then 200

400 if ((alarm% = 1) or (count% = 1)) then return
close #1
end
REM:
REM: This section decides if the contact reported was bogus and should be
REM: screened out (since it was at the leading edge of the "bubble" as it
REM: expanded), or if it should be reported as a valid contact. If any of
REM: the screening options were currently being run, this section would
REM: respond appropriately. This section also prints out a strip chart on
REM: the screen corresponding to the data (HERCULUS graphics system).
REM:

1000 if ((current% = highest%) and (pnt%(highest%) > highest%) and
(scr% = 0)) then 1200

if v % (current) = -1 then return
if alarm% = 1 then beep: beep: beep: beep
if (count% < > 0 or scr% < > 0) then 1010
if lfront% < current% then lfront% = current%
gosub 1200

1010 print chr$(30); chr$(13); "
"; chr$(13); chr$(30);
print "---> "; ps(current%), ;
if ((scr% = 1) and (current% < highest%)) then gosub 1200
if (scr% = 1 or alarm% = 1 or count% = 1) then print : return
tm = ptime tbeg
print tm
y$ = str$(int((csrlin 2) * 14) + 5)
yl$ = str$(int((csrlin 2) * 14) + 6)
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y2$ = str$(int((csrlin 3) * 14) + 6)

if 1% > 1 then draw "cOm" + x$ + "," + y2$ + "c2"

x = 260 + abs(int(20 * (tm pt) / (tbase * (ps(current%)) pp)) + 1)
x$ = str$(x): if x > 455 then x$ = "455"

a$ = x$ + "," + y$ + "r3m" + x$ + "," + yl$ + "r3m" + x$ + "," +
yl$

draw "m" + a$
1% = 1% + 1: if mark% = 0 then pp = ps(current%) else pp = pp + 2
print #1, ps(current%), tm
if 1% = 2 then gosub 1500
pt = tm
return

1200 pnt%(prev%(current%)) = pnt%(current%)
prev%(pnt%(current%)) = prev%(current%)
if current% = lowest% then lowest% = pnt%(current%)
return

1500 tbase = abs(int(tm pt))
if tbase < 8! Then tbase = 8!
If tbase > 30! Then tbase = 30!
If pp > 2 then 1% = 1% 1: pp = 0
return
REM:
REM: The following data provides the horizontal position on the measuring
REM: table (in inches), the multplexer channel number, and the DAS board
REM: board channel number. The program reads this into an array in the
REM: form of a linked list. Whenever a position is counted as a contact,
REM: or screened out as bogus upon entering the "bubble", the pointers
REM: within the linked list are reset to avoid that position.
REM:
data 0.0,1, 0, 0.5,1, 8, 1.0,1, 1, 1.5,1, 9, 2.0,1, 2
Data 2.5,1,10, 3.0,1, 3, 3.5,1,11, 4.0,1, 4, 5.0,1, 5

Data 6.0,1, 6, 7.0,1,14, 8.0,1, 7, 9.0,1,15, 10.0,0, 0

Data 11.0,0, 8, 12.0,0, 1, 14.0,0, 9, 16.0,0, 2, 18.0,0,10
Data 20.0,0, 3, 22.0,0,11, 24.0,0, 4, 26.0,0,12, 28.0,0, 5
Data 30.0,0, 6, 32.0,0,13, 34.0,0,14, 36.0,0, 7, -1,-1,-1




